2018 Annual Golf Tournament Charity
Camp Cartwheel

About Camp Cartwheel - Nevada Childhood Cancer Foundation's (NCCF) Camp Cartwheel is an overnight
medically supervised camp experience designed to help children with cancer and other life threatening and
critical illnesses to help overcome the physical, mental and emotional obstacles posed by childhood disease.
Camp Cartwheel offers over 200 critically ill children, and their siblings, fun-filled days of swimming, hiking,
arts and crafts, canoeing, outdoor games, rock wall climbing and more. It is a time for the children to forget
about hospitals, clinics and diseases, to have fun with their brothers and sisters and enjoy being a kid again.
Camp Cartwheel has grown to two four-day camp sessions to accommodate local children suffering from
chronic and critical illnesses. Camp Cartwheel celebrates 22 YEARS OF HOPE in JULY 2018. Camp
Cartwheel has hosted over 2,800 children since it began in 1996.
Camp Cartwheel at Torino Ranch, located approximately 45 minutes from Las Vegas, hosts over 160
volunteers and more than 200 campers, ages five through 17, and gives children the chance to form positive
peer relationships, develop greater independence and self-esteem and have the opportunity to feel healthy
and happy.
About NCCF - Established in 1993, the mission of Nevada Childhood Cancer Foundation is to provide social,
emotional, educational, financial and psychological support services and programs to families of ALL children
diagnosed with life threatening or critical illnesses such as cancer, HIV/AIDS, sickle cell, hemophilia, renal
disorders, and immunologic diseases and provide healing arts and wellness programs to adults touched by
cancer. NCCF offers over 45 programs and services AT NO COST for critically ill children, caregivers,
and adults touched by cancer living in Southern Nevada.
For more information, please visit www.nvccf.org . NCCF is a local non-profit and NOT associated with
any national organization and therefore depends greatly on community support.
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